BIGGAINS ON LAND, IN AIR

Enemy loses
20 outposts

RAWALPINDI, Dec 5: Pakistani forces have captured as many as twenty Indian outposts in the area between Barchi and Hussainwala, including the Khembaran Customs post on the West Pakistan border and have also made further gains in occupied Kashmir where one Indian was reportedly killed.

An official spokesman told newsmen today that fighting was continuing in rear and across the main line of resistance to Jammu and Kashmir and on the Indo-Pakistan border in Punjab plains.

Two phases which fell in the Pakistan hands are: Hindu Kush and Thar area. The other areas are: Gwalior, Agra, Delhi, Lucknow, Kanpur, Lucknow, Hardwar and Haridwar.
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RAWALPINDI, Dec 5: The Pakistan Air Force, responding to the "good hunting" call of its Chief, continued to win spectacular victories in the air and its bag grew by the hour during the past 24 hours. By 9 p.m. last night it was 74 IAF planes, shot down or damaged.

The statement that two more Indian jets have been captured. They are S.10.1 Leader Elevator 74R of the 70th IAF Squadron based at Amarkpur on the eastern side of Vihara (who was admitted to hospital because of injuries.)
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